Anonymous Referee #1
Dear reviewer,
Thank you for your thorough and critic review of our manuscript. Reading your
comments, we have realized that the organization and structure of the manuscript was not
easy to follow, neither the statistical analysis was detailed enough. Therefore, we have made
significant changes throughout all the manuscript to correct these aspects and improve
the readability of the paper. We hope that thanks to your suggestions we have managed to
improve the manuscript, and that it suits now the standards of Ocean Science. The specific
responses to your comments and the related changes are detailed in the following.
Best regards,
Xabier Davila

AR = Author’s response
AC = Author’s changes in the manuscript
General responses:
1. The structure, organization and narrative of the paper are difficult to follow, especially
during the introduction and discussion (see comments below). I think this has to be deeply
revised. In addition, sometimes the paper seems to be written in haste, with several grammar,
spelling and punctuation problems (see a few examples in the technical comments). Also, check
things such as “(?)” in L402 and 427.
AR: The authors agree that there was room for improving the narrative of the paper. In the revised
version of the manuscript we have re-written the introduction and discussion consequently. The
“(?)” resulted from the incorrect citation in LaTeX, these typos and other minor errors in the main
text or citaions have been revised and corrected. The english languange has also been imporved
through the manuscript.
AC: The introduction and discussion were re-written.

2. Throughout the entire paper, there are several assertions without references (see
comments below). For instance, L18-19 or L22-23 in the introduction.
AR: The reviewer is right, thank you for this comment. We agree that those sencentes needed a
reference.
AC: The refences following references were added for the given specific examples: Levy et al.
(2012), Bringing physics to life at the submesoscale, Geophysical Research Letters (14), 1-13.
Mahadevan (2014), Ocean science: Eddy effects on biogeochemistry, Nature (7487), 168-169.

3. In the introduction, the motivation of the study, the relevance of the topic and knowledge
gap(s) have to be better introduced and established. For instance, I find interesting studying the
effect of (sub)mesoscale processes in coastal areas due to its complexity, and maybe there are few
studies about it in the BoB. However, L58: “Few studies provide the link between phytoplankton
occurrence and physical processes in the BoB” is definitely not true. In relation to this, maybe
it could be highlighted and argued the importance of using data collected at different
spatiotemporal scale (some- thing this paper does well). Also, I do not feel that the introduction
goes from general to more particular aspects of the research topic. In some paragraphs, there are
too many ideas (although there should 1 or 2), which is especially clear in paragraph 1 (L18-29).
Why not using a whole paragraph (or even 2 paragraphs) to develop the importance of
(sub)mesoscale processes and phytoplankton and their link? Why focusing so fast on eddies
when this is just one ase? Why introducing already the BoB? Other paragraphs just feel
like a collection of examples with no clear message (for instance L58-67: paragraph
4). Additionally, the ideas and concepts have to be connected better, within and
among paragraphs.
AR: The introduction has been restructured considering the reviewer’s remarks, some
sentences were carefully re-written, some references were added to better support the
presented topic. Indeed, there are some publications dealing with phytoplankton
occurrence and physical processes in the BoB (Bode & Fernández, 1992; Fernández et
al., 1993; Herbland et al., 1998; Lampert et al., 2002; Labry et al., 2001). However, not
many of them have dealt with fine spatial scale distribution (Lunven et al., 2005,
Smythe-Wright et al., 2014) and/or with hydrological and hydrodynamic measurements
(Zaráuz et al., 2007, Muniz et al., 2019), combined to phytoplankton high resolution
spatial distribution resolved at least at the pigmentary/functional level. Sub-mesoscale
processes are more and more considered to be essential to determine the spatial
variability and also the dynamics of phytoplankton in marine coastal and shelf studies.
We consider this aspect should be introduced more clearly and have built a specific
paragraph to this end.
AC: New paragraph : The interaction between ocean dynamics and phytoplankton
covers a wide range of spatio-temporal scales, and these are inherent to the surveying
strategy to be selected. D’Ovidio et al. (2010) linked the occurrence of different
phytoplanktongroups with the large scale surface ocean dynamics, based on altimetry
data. They defined the so-called fluid dynamical nicheswhere the phytoplankton
assemblages interact with distinct physiochemical environments. However, available
satellite observations lack the spatio-temporal resolution and/or coverage to properly
resolve the fast-evolving (sub)mesoscale coastal processes. In coastal regions
whereoceanic currents meet the bathymetry, the connection between the (sub)mesoscale
processes and phytoplankton becomes even more challenging and therefore requires
more demanding surveying methods to be able to cover a wider range of spatiotemporal scales. Gliders which can typically cover 1 km horizontally in an hour
are also too slow for large features of O(10) km. An alternative is ship-towed
undulating devices, which allow sampling 10-20 times faster than a glider (Lévy et al.,
2012). Contrarily, (sub)mesoscale to microscale vertical patterns of chlorophyll-a (chla) concentration have been studied widely bythe use of in vivo fluorometric casts,
allowing to identify the Deep Chlorophyll Maximum (DCM) (Cullen, 2015).
Differences within the DCM in terms of concentration, biomass and diversity (Latasa et
al., 2017) stress the importance of the environmental drivers involved, on which the
(sub)mesoscale processes play a critical role (Lévy et al., 2012).

4. The statistical analyses should be better conducted. This also affects
section 3.3 in results. Although I like the use of GAMs, I really miss a model
comparison based for example on AIC (or other criteria). Why are predictors
inspected only one by one? What about interaction effects among predictors? In
GAMs, those could be included as tensor products or varying coefficient models.
Have the authors checked if the predictor variables are correlated? I think using a
model with interaction is a better approach than the analyses described in L160-162
and L339-348. Also, in material and methods, the description and specifications of the
model(s) and statistical methodologyis too scarce. What are the formulas and
specifications for the model(s) used? What are the characteristics of the residuals?
In results, what about deviance or variance explained by the models?
AR: The authors agree that there was room for improvement on the description and
implementation of the statistical analysis. We explored different combinations of the
models by removing variables in order to assess the independent contribution of each of
the variables had on the model, and we compared them based on GCV. This gave us
information about effects among predictors. The analysis described in L160-162 and
L339-348 has been substituted for an additional GAM analysis, which now covers the
DCM. We also added a table for each GAM containing the deviance explained by each
variable according to the method followed in Llope et al. (2009).
AC: A new section was included in Material and Methods with a specific explanation of
the statistical analysis under the section called “2.4 Statistical Analysis”. Figures, tables,
results and discussion have been updated to include the new analysis.

5. Sometimes, the study mixes different biological concepts. For instance,
fluorescence can be translated to Chl a concentration. However, Chl a concentration is
not the same as phytoplankton biomass, as this depends on variations of C:Chl a cell
ratios. In addition, larger biomass accumulation does not necessarily imply larger
phytoplankton growth. See for instance L263 and L361.
AR: The data presented as total and spectral group fluorescence are in fact Chl-a
Equivalents units concentration (µg ChlaEq L-1) after manufacturer’s calibration with
microalgal cultures. Therefore, they are not technically raw fluorescence data (the units
label were corrected in the MS). We agree that changes in Chl a Equivalents does not
necessarily reflect changes in biomass. In addition, we agree that changes in biomass do
not imply higher in situ growth as photo-acclimation and physiological status can lead
to changes in C/Chl-a ratios, as well as advection/sedimentation/migration processes
could concentrate phytoplankton biomass that were produced in other place and time
(Durham & Stocker 2012: Wirtz & Smith 2020). We thank the reviewer for this relevant
comment. In addition, we also modified the title.
AC: Thus, sentence in Lines 262-263 were changed as follows: “The GAMs shown in
Figure 8 correspond to the section “Above the Pycnocline” where low salinity values,
and hypothetically high nutrient concentration related to river discharge, exert the
greatest impact in the chl-a and explain 18.2% of the total chl-a deviance.” In addition,
the fluorescence units have been changed to µg ChlaEq L-1 in the entire manuscript.

6. In my opinion, the authors should translate better the relationships found
into a mechanistic understanding. How could salinity affect distribution? Is it directly
affecting phytoplankton physiology and growth? Is it because differences in salinity
reflect the occurrence of processes such as fronts or other modifications of the
physical structure of the water column? The same goes for vorticity.
AR: We thank the reviewer for these ideas. Indeed, we believe that the variations in
salinity are very small to affect the physiology of the phytoplankton. It is more likely
that it reflects an effect of nutrient-availability related to river discharge above the
pycnocline, whereas below it corresponds to deep water repleted in nutrients. Vorticity
on the other hand might reflect the advection to the core of the anticyclone by Ekman
transport.
Althoug the present study offers an valuable opportunity to examine physical-biological
coupling we are aware of the limitations ot the data set analysed here. For instance, in
the lack of nutrients or O2 measurements, a unique interpretation of the results in terms
od phisiology and dynamics of phytoplankton is complex. Thus, along with clearly
stating the limitations of the study we have tried to improve the discussion on these
points in the manuscript.
AC: The following two sentences are added in at different paragraphs in the discussion
in relation with the possible mechanisms affectinghe chl-a concentrations: “Overall,
when integrating to the entire water column, even though the responses differ in the
different sections, salinity is the most important environmental factor regarding the
Total chl-a distribution and the relative occurrence of Brown and Green algae. We
attribute this effect to salinity and its relation to nutrient content at the surface fresher
and at the deeper saltier waters” and “We believe that the observed submesoscale
processes during the Etoile campaign would have perturbed an already existing
horizontal layer of DCM, not enhancing primary production (not measured during our
study) by themselves, but rather isolating, advecting and gathering the phytoplankton in
the region of anticyclonic circulation.”
7. In my opinion, the discussion is the weakest part of the article. It has to
be better structured and the implications more clearly defined at the end (including
the conclusions). Please, be more concrete, thinking about how specifically does this
study contribute to the field (the statements at the end of the conclusion sounds too
generic).
AR: In line with what has been argued in the previous comment the discussion hast
been thoroughly reviewed and restructured.
AC: A first paragraph summarising the main results was added. In addition, the
discussion section has now been divided in the subsections. (1) Physical Environment:
which discusses the hydrographical and hydrodynamic features that were present during
the Etoile oceanographic cruise; (2) Environmental Drivers: Here we discuss the effect
of the different environmental factors (salinity, temperature, vorticity and vertical
velocities) on the distribution of chl-a in the different sections of the water column, both
from observations and from the GAMs; (3) Limitations of the study: Here we discuss
the limitations of the study in terms of variables that were not measured and the
possible sources of uncertainty regarding the use of chl-a as a proxy to phytoplankton
biomass.

Specific responses:
Abstract
L2-4: Why just focusing on the effect on nutrients (which are not directly
analyzed in the study)? What about the modification of the water column structure?
They only define niches or also affect phytoplankton through advection? I like the
motivation for the study in L4-5.
AR: We agree that the nutrients are not the central topic in the present study, and
therefore we now mention the modification of the water column and active gathering
through advection.
AC: The monitoring and characterization of submesoscale dynamics are determinant for
the appropriate comprehension of marine ecosystems (Levy et al, 2012). Submesoscale
processes refer to those features that range on spatiotemporal timescales of O(0.1 - 10)
km and O(1) day. The timescales at which these processes evolve make them uniquely
important to the structure and functioning of planktonic ecosystems (Levy et al, 2012,
Mahadevan 2016). They interact with the ecosystem by either driving episodic nutrient
pulses to the sunlit surface, by increasing the mean time that the photosynthetic
organisms remain in the well-lit surface (Levy et al., 2012), or even by reducing and
even suppressing the biological production (Gruber et al., 2011).
L11: This is again the goal of the study. Merge it with L6-7.
AR: Done.
L15-16: Do studies analyze hydrographic aspects and not consider the dynamics of the
system? Think about more particular and specific implications of this work.
AR: Although other studies consider the dynamic variables they have not statistically constrained
their effect.
AC: The present study tries to statistically constrain the effect of the dynamic variables on
phytoplankton distribution.

Introduction
L18: Please define spatiotemporal scale ranges for mesoscale processes (km and days).
For instance, Mahadevan (2016) in L22 actually talks about submesoscale processes. Maybe
mesoscale should be replaced by submesoscale in the entire article (or at least in some parts)?
AR: We have decided to substitute mesoscale by submesoscale in the entire article.
AC: submesoscale dynamics are now defined on a the spatiotemporal scale of 0.1 - 10 km and days.

L20: Not only nutrients can be limiting. Light is the other main factor (e.g. in temperate
and polar areas in winter or at depth). Elaborate.
AR: We agree that light also can be limiting.
AC: We mention the two ways that submesoscale processes affect the nutrient supply and the light
availability: “They interact with the ecosystem by either driving episodic nutrient pulses to the
sunlit surface, by increasing the mean time that the photosynthetic organisms remain in the well-lit
surface (Levy et al., 2012)”.
L20: Are not all processes confined in time and space? What does this mean?
AR: With this we referred to the fact that these processes have specific spatiotemporal scales,
however, we understand that the sentece is confusing.
AC: This sentence was changed to “submesoscale processes refer to those features that range on
spatiotemporal timescales of O(0.1 - 10) km and O(1) day. The timescales at which these processes
evolve make them uniquely important to the structure and functioning of planktonic ecosystems
(Lévy et al., 2012; Mahadevan, 2016).”

L21: After “evolve and transport seawater properties” there is a “-i.e. nutrients”.
However, this is just one of the non-conservative properties.
AC: This was corrected in the new version in addition to the restructuring of the whole section.

L31-40: Give a purpose to the paragraph by highlighting that the study area is complex in
terms of coastal hydrographic processes.
AR: Done.
AC: The following sentence has been added: “The BoB is an area of complex coastal hydrographic
and hydrodynamic processes, mainly due to the intricate bathymetry, the seasonally modulated and
episodically strong river runoff, the wind- and density-driven ocean circulation and their interplay”.

L44: Include a mention to a figure in the introduction is unusual as far as I know.
AC: The mention of the figure has been removed.

L76-78 should be integrated with L71-72. Both parts are about what was done in the
study.
AR: Done.

Material and Methods
L90-102: Include references for all the instrument and methodology used. Also, is there
any calibration? Chlorophyll is mentioned here, but fluorescence is used for the analyses instead.
Four algal pigmentary groups can be detected by the fluorometer, but only 2 are inspected in
this study. Why? If there were an instrumental bias and different measuring sensitivity for the
2nd multi-spectral fluorometer, can the data be trusted at all?
AR: The Fluoroprobe was calibrated by the manufacturer with a standard procedure both for
translating fluorescence into chlorophyll-a equivalents, as well as for differentiating up to 4 microalgal pigmentary groups (Beutler et al., 2002; MacIntyre et al., 2010 ). No bias was detected from
the two machines. The profiler just did not record substantial signal attributed to cyanobacteria
(“blue-green algae” nor “red algae”). However, a difference in the groups determined was effective
when comparing continuous recording surface waters and surface signal in vertical profiles. An
hypothesis explaining the differences could be Non-Photochemical Quenching- NPQ) for in situ
profiles at maximum lignt levels from one side, and/or a possible interference with dissolved
fluorescence matter in surface continuous recording (even though yellow substances are retrieved
from the signal). However, when comparing the sub-surface total chlorophyll estimates to some
chlorophyll-a concentrations assessed on filters (data not shown), a good correlation was found.
That’s why we kept (for the high spatial resolution study of sub-surface waters, at least the total
chlorophyll-a estimates of continuous recording system (but did not use the spectral discrimination).
L113: Why a 3h running mean average was applied? Please explain and justify.
AR: The 3-h running mean is applied to the radar radial velocities as a pre-processing step to
smooth radial fields and ensure more consistent total velocity data.
AC: Then, a centred 3h running mean average was applied to the resulting radial velocity fields as
part of the pre-processing previous to the computation of total currents.

L135: Define small Rossby number range. Is it realistic to assume totally constant
mesoscale features during the sampling? If not, elaborate this. Also, replace time/space by
spatiotemporal. In relation to this point, is it not always important the spatiotemporal
distribution of observations?
AR: The mesoscale processes occur in a timescale of day. The eddy is identified by the HF radar
between the 26 and 29 of July, and again on the 6 to 9 of August. Even if there is a slight southward
migration, it shows a persistent nature. The hydrographic data collection last for 3 days, which we
believe is fast enough to capture a snapshot of the ocurring processes.
AC: We know define Rossby number in the manuscript as “Ro = U/f L <<1 (where U is the
characteristic velocity, L is lenght scale and f the Coriolis paramenter”. Time/space was replaced by
spatiotemporal.

L139: Which are those key dynamical variables? Please elaborate.
AR: Those variables are the geostrophic relative vorticity and vertical velocities
AC: “geostrophic relative vorticity and vertical velocities” was added to the text.

L148: “the correct representation” is a strong statement. Better “good” or “appropriate”.
L153: Include the statistical analyses as a different section with a title (2.4).
AR: Done.
AC: “Correct” was changed by “appropiate”

L159: Please indicate the version of R and mgcv package used. Also, cite the R
Program.
AR: Done.
AC: R (version 3.63, R Core Team (2020) and mgcv (version 1.8.33).

Results
L166-168: Part of it belongs to Material and Methods or even to the introduction.
AR: The authors agree with the reviewer and part of these sentences and the impact of the wind in
the circulation is now explained in the introduction.
AC: In the introduction: “The circulation in the coastal SE BoB is controlled mainly by the
prevailing winds”.

L171: “relaxed” is in my opinion vague.
AR: We removed part of the text.
AC: “As mentioned before, wind intensity and direction play a major role in determining the
surface oceanographic setting in the SE-BoB" was erased as this information is already given.
“Relaxed” was removed.

L186: Do these results belong to the 1st or 2nd period? Clarify this.
AR: The results belong to the 2nd period.
AC: The following line was added: “The sampling was carried after the wind shifted to a northeasterly component.
L219-220, L222-224, L246-256 and L266-271 and L288-293: Belongs to the discussion.
AC: These sentences were reformulated and moved to the discussion section.

L238: It is hard for me to observe how green algae fluorescence follow the salinity
contours at waters saltier than 35.49. Please clarify this.
AR: 35.49 was a typo, the correct contour is 35.55.
AC: 35.49 was changed by 35.55 .

L239: “logarithmically transformed” sounds better to me.
AR: Done
AC: “Logarithmically normalized” was changed by “logarithmically transformed”.

L265-266: “isohaline” instead of “halocline”?
AR: Yes
AC: Changed
L266-271 and L288-293: Check the writing and description of the relationships (for
instance, I do not observe a positive relationship at the edges of the range of temperature).
AR: This relation is for the total chlorophyll-a as a result of the differential effect on brown and
green algae.
AC: This whole section was re-written and restructured.

Discussion
L260-307: I think the first paragraph should be a brief summary of the main results.
AR: We agree that this would make the whole discussion section much more clear.
AC: A new paragraph explaining the main result was added at the beginning of the Discussion
section “Prior to the Etoile campaign, two cyclones (C17w and C17E) were observed by the HF
radar, these disappeared from the surface signal when the wind changed by the time the campaign
took place. However, their signal remained at subsurface and could be diagnosed from the
hydrographic measurements during Etoile. From the derived geostrophic circulation, a dipole
structure was observed, an additional anticyclone (A17) together with a region of anticyclonic
circulation between C17W and C17E were recorded. Further two salinity fronts were observed, one
at the surface ($<$14 m) and a second deeper one ($>$50 m). From the chl-a observations, a DCM
was observed below the pycnocline at $\sim$60 m. By measuring the chl-a of different spectral
groups of algae we depicted the two dominant groups, Brown and Green algae. The relative
importance of the environmental factors modulating the chl-a distribution was assessed with GAMs.
The GAMs showed not only that these environmental factors affect the Brown and Green algae
differently, but also that their relative importance changes throughout the water column. While
salinity and temperature explain most of the deviance above and below the pycnocline of both
Brown and Green chl-a, it is vorticity that captures most of the deviance in the DCM for Brown
algae”.

L301-305 belong part to Material and Methods and part to Results.
AR: Although we agree that part of the listed sentences is part of the methodology “The extension
of this low salinity front over 20 km horizontally and 18 m vertically (Figure 5) if we consider the
boundary at a salinity of 35.1 (Puillat et al., 2006)”, we decided to move everything to Results. This
specific section explains the criteria for describing the results once the actual results have been
shown and therefore it cannot be introduced before some of the results have been described.
AC: The specified lines were integrated in the Results section.

L318: What do non-linear terms mean here? Join this paragraph with the previous
one?
AR: Non-linear terms refer to the frontal instabilities from which the submesoscale processes arise
(Levy et al., 2012).
AC: Since the term is confusing and the paragraph in general is not applicable to the rest of the
study (no biological data was collected in A17), we decided to remove them.

L327-328: Is this statement from other studies? Then, please include references. If not,
from the results provided in this work, this can only be speculated (nutrients were not
analyzed here). Riverine plumes have also other effects such as advect phytoplankton or generate
fronts were plankton can accumulate.
AR: Yes, but other studies stated that nutrients are well depleted since late spring in the BoB (Muñiz
et al., 2019), especially out of the direct influence of big estuarine plumes which can advect
phytoplankton or generate fronts that can be observed in surface waters.
AC: The references of Muñiz et al., (2019) and Borja (2016) have been now included.

L336-337: Again, this should be more speculative.
AR: Modified.
AC: Nutrients were removed from the sentence.

L339: See general comment 6. Include references.
AC: The following references are included Cullen 2015.

L340-348: This belongs to Material and methods (and part to Results).
AR: This paragraph was removed since we substitute this analysis for a GAM which focuses on the
DCM.

L350-365: This belongs to Results.
AR: This paragraph was removed since we substitute this analysis for a GAM which focuses on the
DCM.

L372: What does mean “areas of vertical velocities”? of maximum velocities? Why
should we expect higher concentrations in these areas? Elaborate.
AR: There was a word missing, this was referred to the upwelling areas or “areas of positive
vertical velocities”. We expect higher chl-a concentrations since these areas ar bringing nutrients
from subsurface to surface.
AC: The sentence has being rephrased to “ However, the highest phytoplankton concentration does
not coincide with the areas of upwelling (positive vertical velocities)”.

L382-383: I do not get this sentence.
AC: The whole parapgraph was removed from the section since it was more a general statement and
examples and not so relevant for our study.

L409: Include references. Also, diatoms have different mechanisms to regulate their
vertical position. This can be discussed too.
AR: Diatoms were also present (according to some microscopic observations carried out by the
DCM) and can indeed regulate their buoyancy by changing their fatty acid and lipids composition.
However, as the majority of the species detected around the DCM were dinoflagellates, we assumed
that their ability to perform vertical migration was combined to physical forcing to define the DCM.
Both diatoms and dinofalegallates can orientate their selves to maximize both light and nutrient
absorption (Besterretxea et al., 2020).
AC: References were included but also parts of the paragraphs were removed.

L418-430: I miss some references here.
AR: We agree that some references are missing.
AC: We included the following references Latasa et al., 2017 as an example of clear discrimination
of phytoplankton diversity by multiple techniques in DCM, as well as Houliez et al. (2012) about
the Fluoroprobe factory fingerprints which determined on mono-specifical cultures or target microalgae which are not necessarily representative to our shelf and ocean system.

Figures
Include in the caption all the information necessary to understand each figure. For
instance, in Fig. 1 indicate that the dot corresponds to the buoy, stars correspond to radar
antennas and names to rivers (do the same for the other figures). Also, before the acronyms
such as MVP, include the complete name.
AC: The captations were improved and in addition fluorescence was substituted by chl-a equivalent
units (µg ChlaEq L-1).

-Figs. 1 and 2 can be joined in a single figure.
AC: Done
-Fig. 1: Are the eddies shown a permanent part of the general hydrography? Clarify.
AR: The eddies shown in Fig 1 are mostly seasonal and related to the winter strengthening of the
Iberian Poleward Current (IPC).
-Fig. 2: Replace “T-” by: (T-1, T-3 and T-5).
AC: Done

-Fig. 3: Include axis with units.
AR: This figure is a Progressive Vector Diagram (PVD), it represnets the wind direction and
intensity, which is described as the black bar (5m/s). This type of plots are presented as it is (See
Figure 2C in Puillat et al (2006) (http://dx.doi.org/10.3989/scimar.2006.70s115).
-Fig. 4: Change labels of facets by A, B; C, D; E, F. Please, do not use scientific
notation for the colour scales in this case. Also, note if the scales are logarithmic for turbidity
and Chl a.
AC: Done
-Fig. 5: indicate in the caption that scale ranges are different for each depth. Salinity
has no units, so delete PSU (apply this to other figures and text too). To what date(s)
correspond(s) the maps? Indicate what positive and negative vertical velocities mean. The
43.77◦ N dashed lines are hard to see.
AR: This plot corresponds to a synoptic shot representative of the conditions during the 2nd to the
4th of August 2017 when the ETOILE oceanographic campaign was carried out.
AC: PSU was deleted. We describe what positive and negative velocities mean. Lines were changed
to be more visible.

-Fig. 6: Are isolines actually isopycnals?
AR:Yes, for A and B the isolines are isopycnals, However for C and D the contours corresponds to
geostrophic velocities.
AC: This was specified in the captation.

-Fig. 8: To which dates correspond the plots?
AR: This plot corresponds to a synoptic shot representative of the conditions during the 2nd to the
4th of August 2017 when the ETOILE oceanographic campaign was carried out.
AC: This was specified in the captation.

-Figs. 9 and 10: Capitón should start with “Relationship between XXX and YYY”.
Please, do not use the default R output and replace variable names in the x-axis by the name of the
variable and the units. Why the y-axis (fluorescence) in the 1st 3 rows can be negative?
AR: The y-axis indicates the partial additive
effect that the term on the x-axis has on the chl-a, which can be either positive or negative. This is
also shown in the GAM by Llope et al. (2009) (https://doi.org/10.4319/lo.2009.54.2.0512).
AC: This was specified in the captation and the variable names in the x-axis were renamed.
-Fig. A2: Why is the cross-section here 43.70◦ N and not 43.77? Is it because C17W
moved?
AR: This figure just shows another cross-section in a different location. It is equivalent to figure 7.

Technical corrections:
L33: Insert “of” before “the water runoff”.
AC: Done
L116: Delete “of the”.
AC: Done
L149: After “Gomis et al. (2001)” something is missing (in? by? As in?).
AC: Corrected.
L180: Replace “generate” with “generated”.
AC: Done
L182: Replace “; as well as” by a comma.
AC: Done

L196: Erase the 1st “wind”.
AC: Done
L201: Include “at” after “(A17)”. Also, replace “however” by “although”.
AC: Done
L238: Replace “is” by “are”.
AC: Done
L368: Replace the comma after “at first” by “as” or similar.
AC: Done
L486: Which number is “XXX”?
AR: This is a placeholder and refers to the number of publication in Azti.

